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大學之道，在明明德，在親民，在止於至善。-出自《大學》 

The Fundamental Way of the Great Learning is to enlighten one’s inherent splendid virtue, to revitalize the people, 

and to continuously pursue these endeavours until one rests and resides in the highest level of excellence. 

-The Great Learning translated by KS Vincent Poon （潘君尚）   

 

Abstract 

 

This article offers three responses to Liu’s article, Advice from an Editor on Writing and 

Publishing Journal Articles in Culture-oriented Psychology. First, Liu’s idea of ‘the quest of 

knowledge as part of a lifelong Journey of self-cultivation’ is compatible with the notion of 

‘continuous pursuit of the highest level of excellence’ in The Great Learning, thus 

demonstrating the mission of academic research and knowledge construction. Second, Liu uses 

the metaphors of ‘cocktail party’ and ‘sandwich’ to describe the components and highlights of 

an academic paper. In response, an analogy of ‘seek and find’ is used to describe the writing of 

an academic article at a micro level and the allegory of ox herding is used to illustrate the 

process of knowledge seeking and construction. Third, Liu suggests that culture-oriented 

psychologists learn to redirect their academic focus from being indigenous to being cross-

cultural and cultural evolutionary. Both the new opportunities and challenges of this vision are 

discussed. In conclusion, the five constant virtues of benevolence, righteousness, propriety, 

wisdom, and trustworthiness are applied to highlight the mission, the principle, and the ethics 

of knowledge construction.   
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Introduction 

 

Professor James Liu is a prominent researcher in studying identity and intergroup 

relations under the influence of social representations of history (Liu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 

2010). He is an author of more than 100 journal articles, book chapters and books (Liu, 2011, 

2014, 2015; Liu & Macdonald, 2016; Liu & Robinson, 2016; Liu & Sibley, 2012; Liu et al., 

2014; Liu & Woodward, 2013). He has established strong collaboration and network with 

scholars in different parts of the world, which is also reflected in his co-authorship and 

publication of cross-cultural studies (Liu, Hanke et al., 2009; Liu et al, 2008; Liu, Paez et al., 

2009; Liu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2011; Liu et al, 2007). He is a former Editor-

in-Chief of Asian Journal of Social Psychology (Liu & Ng, 2007). He is the current Co-Editor-

in-Chief of Political Psychology (Liu et al, 2014). In his article ‘Advice from an Editor on 

Writing and Publishing Journal Articles in Culture-Oriented Psychology’ published in Journal 

of Indigenous Counseling Psychology（本土諮商心理學學刊）in 2022, he has provided a 

number of practical advice on publication of culture-oriented psychology studies in 

international academic journals. He summarized the practical advice into three major points: 

First, he suggested scholars in the field consider their research from a career perspective rather 

than from the perspective of a single article. Second, he suggested that the researchers construct 

several journal articles from a research project in a strategic way. Third, he encouraged authors 

to take criticism seriously and learn to be patient in the revision process.  

The practical advice and his personal sharing of publication experiences provide good 

hints for scholars in culture-oriented psychology to understand how to publish productively. In 

reading his article, the following points have inspired me most for writing my responses and 

reflection.  

 

Response 1: The quest of knowledge as part of a lifelong journey of self-cultivation 

 

Liu (2022) cited The Analects, Ch. 6 V. 18（論語·雍也第六）, ‘Those who know the 

truth are not equal to those who love knowing it, and those who love knowing the truth are not 

equal to those who delight in knowing it （知之者不如好之者，好之者不如樂之者）’ in 

supporting his point of enjoying ‘the quest of knowledge as part of a lifelong journey of self-

cultivation’.  

In the academic world, publication is essential for the exchange and construction of 
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knowledge (Hyland, 2016). In the last decade, academic publications became associated with 

the performance appraisal of academia and their career development. It was said, ‘Publish or 

Perish’. In order to secure career prosperity, some academia starts to publish in non-mainstream 

journals or even predatory journals in order to accumulate quantitative numbers of publications 

(Chavarro et al., 2017). Others only aim at publishing in journals with high impact factors. In 

addition, there are more co-authorship and more discussion concerning writing and publication 

in the digital era (Jalongo & Saracho, 2016; Paltridge, 2020; Yeo & Lewis, 2019). This 

mentality of ‘publish or perish’ has influenced ‘creativity, intellectual lives, morale, and 

psychological and emotional states of faculty.’ (De Rond & Miller, 2005, p. 321) In 2021, three 

experienced editors from established mainstream journals discussed the dangers of publishing 

in predator journals. They regarded the notion ‘“publish or perish’ as ‘negative framing’, which 

is ‘unhelpful and discouraging’ and promote a re-envisioning of academic publication from 

“publish or perish” to “publish and flourish” (Yeo et al., 2021). 

The discussion above leads to an essential question. Why do people publish? An 

individual scholar may have his or her own answer to this question. Liu (2022) expressed a 

wish of enjoying the quest of knowledge as part of a lifelong journey of self-cultivation.   

Writing and publication are not a process of torture, but a process of seeking understanding and 

experiencing the enjoyment of knowledge construction. Isaac Newton wrote to his fellow 

scientist Robert Hooke in 1675, “it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.” All innovation 

and deep understanding of concepts, principles or theories do not occur from anywhere. It is a 

long process of accumulation of the collective intelligence of generations. For publishing in 

academic journals of current science and social science, scholars typically start with a literature 

review to sort out research gaps, based on which a research question is generated. In order to 

answer the research question, one designs empirical studies to find the answer to that question. 

Based on the finding, new theories or models are constructed. This empirical research approach 

shows the continuous quest of knowledge or pursuit of knowledge. The Great Learning 

provides hints not only about why people pursue knowledge/publish, but also about what to 

pursue/publish. The publication process is documentation and exchange of the great learning, 

which helps people to enlighten their inherent splendid virtues, benefit the wellbeing of the 

people. This process is a continuous pursuit until one rests and resides in the highest level of 

excellence. Since no one really reaches the highest level of excellence, the quest for knowledge 

goes on. What Newton said about standing on the shoulders of giants may not refer to the 

achievement of one individual but the collective efforts of scholars from generation to 

generation.  
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The Fundamental Way of the Great Learning is to enlighten one’s inherent splendid virtue, to revitalize the 

people, and to continuously pursue these endeavours until one rests and resides in the highest level of 

excellence （大學之道，在明明德，在親民，在止於至善。） . 

-The Great Learning 《大學》translated by KS Vincent Poon （潘君尚）  

In the process of quest for knowledge, a person cannot enjoy questing every kind of 

knowledge. In the field of culture-oriented psychology, Chinese scholars develop their unique 

academic interests and expertise. Gao focuses on Chinese communication (Gao, 1998; Gao et 

al., 1996). Hwang empirically studies the Chinese interpersonal relationship and social 

identification (Hwang, 1999, 2000). Cheung is known for her comprehensive study of Chinese 

personality (Cheung et al., 2004). Yang reports Yuan in Chinese interpersonal relationship 

(Yang, 2005; Yang & Ho, 1989). There are also other topics that are related to the Chinese 

culture, such as filial piety, the social psychological characteristics of Chinese society, Chinese 

emotion, Chinese learning and psychopathology and psychological wellness in China (Sun, 

2013).  

 

Response 2: Metaphors of knowledge construction  

 

Liu (2022) used two vivid metaphors, ‘cocktail party’ and ‘sandwich’ to describe writing 

journal articles. In a cocktail party, one dresses up and talks humorously to impress others in 

short encountering. It is nice that abstracts can capture the essence of a research project and the 

first three or four paragraphs of the introduction can attract the attention of readers and peer 

reviewers. In the metaphor of sandwich, the ‘two pieces of bread’ refer to the introduction and 

the discussion. The ‘salad’ refers to the methods and ‘the meat’ refers to the result. The ratio 

and the combination are essential to make a tasty sandwich as well as a good academic paper.  

The literature review in the introduction part leads to the research questions and hypotheses as 

a funnel and will further link to a sound research design and accurate presentation of results 

(Liu, 2022).  

Different scholars may have their own metaphors or styles for writing academic papers.  

A very productive academic colleague shares that she writes by walking. She starts with reading 

related literature concerning her research projects. After the concentration of vast reading about 

the topic, she usually takes a walk on the green campus for contemplation of the theme for her 

academic paper. Once the theme shows up, she is very excited and quickly writes.  

At a micro level, each academic paper involves a ‘seek and find’ process, which starts 

with a research question and ends up with a discussion and conclusion of a research topic. In 
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designing a good research question, FINER criteria help examine whether the research is 

feasible, interesting, novel, ethical and relevant (Hulley et al., 2007). At a macro level, the 

allegory of ox herding is a systematic metaphor of ‘seek and find’ to describe the process of 

knowledge seeking or construction. In many Chinese and Japanese Zen Buddhist temples, ten 

pictures of ox herding are painted on the wall. The allegory of ox herding is originally used for 

describing the self-enlightenment process, a process of searching and finding one’s true self. 

This allegory is used here to illustrate the process of seeking knowledge:  

 

1.Searching for the ox.  

Professional interests or academic interests can be linked to our personal experiences. The 

major concepts of individual psychology founded by Alfred Adler, such as ‘inferiority’ and 

‘style of life’, are linked to and reflected by his own personal life (Adler, 1924). There are other 

examples which show this linkage, such as client-center psychotherapy of Carl Rogers (Rogers, 

1951) and the analytical psychology of Carl Gustav Jung (Jung, 1963).  In Zen Buddhism, the 

ox resides in self. If the ox refers to academic interests, the sincere academic quest can reflect 

also our true nature.   

 

2.Seeing the tracks.  

With systematic reading of literature, scholars receive inspiration and even see the 

footprints or the trail of the research topic for their investigation.   

 

3.Seeing the ox.   

In the ox herding picture, the oxherd only catches a glimpse of the ox from the backside, 

perhaps only its heels and tail. A formulation of a research question based on the research gap 

suggests a need or a new direction to explore the research topic.   

 

4.Catching the ox.  

Through an empirical study in the format of surveys, interviews, or a series of experiments, 

new findings are discovered. However, the ox is stubborn and not easy to be caught. There are 

always limitations to be stated about our empirical studies and anticipation of future studies that 

will engage us with continuous efforts by stepping deeper into the water.   

 

5.Taming the ox.  

Empirical studies help scholars to accumulate new findings, which will help them 
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conceptualize the topic more. Sincere contemplation leads to truth or a closer point to truth. At 

this stage, it is important to formulate theories that can explain what is found empirically and 

predict what will happen under an if condition.   

 

6.Riding the ox.  

The picture of riding the ox shows that the oxherd rides the ox peacefully homeward. After 

discovering a complete theory of a research topic, a scholar opens a new window to perceive 

life issues, people’s suffering, and the world. Many other related questions appear to have 

answers. The mind is at its peace.   

 

7.The ox forgotten, the self alone.  

Not many researchers have achieved this stage. If they do, they will realize that their 

academic research process is actually a re-search process, a process to help them understand 

themselves and their life better.   

 

8.The Ox and the self-forgotten.  

At this stage, mind struggles, confusion and perplexity disappear. It does not mean that the 

researchers at this stage stop their research. It only means that their research will not be driven 

by the inner struggle or instrumental purposes. They know what they are doing and feel content 

with what they are researching.   

 

9.Returning to the source.  

Researchers at this stage are open-minded. They are able to appreciate what is happening 

around the world, in people’s lives and in different cultures. It is a state of the so-called “seeing 

mountains as mountains and rivers as rivers”. The reduction of self-perplexity allows the truth 

and the origin to reveal.   

 

10.Entering the marketplace with helping hands.  

The beauty of the ox herding lies in its ending of ‘entering the marketplace with helping 

hands’. Researchers with enlightenment humbly come back to communities to help and live out 

what they believe. This can be seen in the life of Dame Jane Goodall. Goodall has conducted a 

60-year study of the social interaction and life of wild chimpanzees since her first visit to 

Gombe Stream National Park in Tanzania in 1960 (Goodall, 1966). With her love of animals, 

she becomes a vegetarian, an environmental advocate and an animal protector. She used a 
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spiritual journey to describe her research and life (Goodall & Berman, 2000). In a way, research 

shapes their researchers to become who they are.  

 

Response 3: Emigration from being indigenous to cross-cultural and cultural evolutionary 

 

Liu (2022) has listed several journals for indigenous psychology, including Asian 

Journal of Social Psychology (AJSP), Journal of Pacific Rim Psychology, Psychology and 

Developing Societies. Liu suggested indigenous psychologists could use their theories, methods 

and practices with respect to culture in ‘either indigenous, comparative (i.e. cross-cultural) or 

even mainstream science (i.e. cultural evolution)’. In publishing cross-cultural or intercultural 

studies, Liu (2022) suggested several target journals including Journal of Cross-cultural 

Psychology (JCCP), International Journal of Intercultural Relations, the International Journal 

of Psychology, Culture and Psychology, and Ethos. If researchers are able to address topics in 

cultural evolution, they can even publish in the journals with high impact factors, such as 

Science or Nature, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, and Nature 

Communication.  

In addition to the journals mentioned above, culture-oriented psychologists or 

psychotherapists can publish in the journals to reflect their academic or professional interests 

in reflecting localization of the western psychological theories or approaches in Chinese culture. 

For instance, Chung (2006) reports a cultural perspective on emotion and behavior in Families 

in Societies. Chan (1994) publishes her reflection of applying the Satir model of family therapy 

to the families in Hong Kong in Contemporary Family Therapy. Hodges and Oei (2007) wrote 

a paper on the compatibility of cognitive behavior therapy and Chinese values in the journal, 

Behavior Research and Therapy.  

Liu (2022) advocates that culture-oriented psychologists extend their horizons to cross-

cultural studies and cultural evolution. This encourages Chinese culture-oriented psychologists 

to initiate collaboration with worldly scholars for cross-cultural, inter-cultural and cultural 

evolutionary studies. The vision is prosperous. In recent years, there are a number of 

outstanding empirical cross-cultural and intercultural studies (Bedford & Hwang, 2003; Liu, 

Hanke et al., 2009, Liu, Paez et al.,2009; Liu et al., 2005）. Recent technology has shortened 

the geometrical distances between countries and people get used to Zoom meetings worldwide, 

which makes collaboration in cross-cultural and intercultural studies more possible and feasible.  

However, there exists also challenges to bring Chinese indigenous psychology into dialogue in 

cultural evolution. Shen (2001) argued that Western psychology is a psychology of mind or 
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behaviors, but Chinese indigenous psychology is a psychology of heart. Different 

methodologies could be a barrier to a deeper level dialogue. Blower wrote in his article ‘The 

prospects of a Chinese Psychology’, ‘A distinctive Chinese view informing the discipline is 

unlikely to be forthcoming in the future.’ (Blowers, 1996, p. 14) However, some other scholars 

are positive about Chinese psychology. Although Higgins and Zheng perceived ‘a long way to 

travel before it will reach its maturity’ (Higgins & Zheng, 2002, p. 237), they cherish the value 

of Chinese psychology that may bring to the world psychology. In their words, ‘the adherence 

to the ancient wisdom in modern Chinese psychology will place world psychology in a broader 

framework and expand psychology to a more complete body of knowledge’ (Higgins & Zheng, 

2002, p. 237).  

 

Conclusion 

 

In concluding the advice on writing and publishing journal articles in culture-oriented 

psychology, Liu (2022) chose to land on Confucian Psychology which he has been taking efforts 

in developing. In responding to the revival of Confucianism in the People’s Republic of China, 

He wrote, ‘a revival of commitment to the Confucian thesis of the moral mind as an endowment 

from heaven, could be a source of comfort and a practical guide for Chinese people seeking to 

navigate themselves through the materialism of contemporary times in a human-hearted and 

benevolent way’ (Liu & Liu, in press). Liu advocates young scholars to use a combination of 

Chinese philosophy with psychology to integrate the classic ancient wisdom of Confucianism 

into the search of future development.  

In response to Liu’s enthusiasm Confucianism, five constant virtues of Confucianism, 

including benevolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom, and trustworthiness are used to 

discuss the mission, the principle, and the ethics of knowledge construction: 

 Ren（仁）, benevolence, is also translated as humanity. The core of benevolence is the 

love of other people（仁者愛人）through compassion and empathy. There are diverse aspects 

of humanity. Modern social studies embrace ethno-cultural diversity. For culture-oriented 

psychologists or psychologists in general, it is worthy to think about which topics to focus their 

research on. What is the mission of culture-oriented research? Many current indigenous studies 

focus on how traditional Chinese culture, such as Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism or 

traditional values such as benevolence, filial piety, yuan affect the modern Chinese people’s 

life. Can a culture-oriented research study be beneficial for a population group, a community 

or humanity in general? Will a culture-oriented study be inspiring for modern people in terms 
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of promoting human well-being and enabling them to cope with life adversities or sufferings? 

Righteousness（義） is related to the concept of justice. The Chinese Confucian 

Philosopher Mengzi argues that human beings are born with an innate sense of justice. In 

practising righteousness, one matches one’s action with what is right and proper. Righteousness 

（義） in research and publication of culture-oriented subjects can be reflected in research 

ethics, cultural ethics and publication ethics. Research ethics focus on protecting the personal 

information of and doing no harm to participants. In culture-oriented research, the researchers 

need to be genuine, respectful and open to the culture. Different cultures have different rules of 

conduct. Cultural ethics reflect the values and morals of a society, which need to be fully 

respected by the researchers. Researchers should also be mindful of the publication ethics. The 

public trusted evidence-based findings. In publishing peer-reviewed academic journal articles, 

scholars receive credit for their innovative ideas and empirical findings. Plagiarism, duplicate 

submission, citation manipulation, fabrication and conflict of interests should be avoided. 

Propriety （禮） originally refers to rituals, rules, good forms, and good customs, which 

help keep society and relationships in order and help manifest benevolence. Appropriate 

research methods and academic writing are crucial to execute propriety in research and 

publication. ‘Psychology has been a highly quantitative field since its conception as a science.’ 

(Gelo et al., 2008). For quantitative research, American Psychological Association (APA) has 

specification of how to report different statistical tests. For quite a long time, there is no specific 

standard for reporting qualitative research. For instance, many culture-oriented psychologists 

use interviews to collect data, but they fail to inform the readers whether they use thematic 

analysis, grounded theory or narrative analysis to do the data analysis. In 2018, the Journal 

Article Reporting Standards (JARS)-Qual guidelines were developed, which has marked as the 

first time that APA Style has included qualitative standards, which provide the Publishing Ethics 

and Integrity good guidelines for writing and reviewing qualitative research manuscripts. In 

academic writing, both the structure and the references should be clear. Standardized academic 

writing and formatting are specified in the APA style (APA, 2020). 

Wisdom （智） is to get to know and understand principles through investigating the 

matter in nature and in relationships（格物致知） .Confucianism embraces learning and 

expanding knowledge by extensive reading and observation, so as to strengthen one’s ability in 

making judgement and assessment. In the process of continuous pursuit of the highest level of 

excellence （止於至善） in knowledge construction, scholars are using their own research to 

acquire knowledge. For instance, Liu （2022） encourages culture-oriented scholars to conduct 

cross-cultural, intercultural and cultural evolutionary studies rather than indigenous cultural 
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studies. This is not only wise advice for achieving good publication, but also good 

encouragement for Chinese culture-oriented psychologists to participate in knowledge 

construction by collaborating with international scholars and learning to take multiple factors 

and aspects into consideration in their research.  

Trustworthiness （信） is strongly emphasized in Confucianism. It originally means 

‘being true to one’s word’, which is the central virtue governing the relationship between 

friends. Trustworthiness can refer to both the trustworthiness among a research team and the 

trustworthiness of the research publications. In any research work, especially cross-cultural and 

intercultural studies, it is important to trust the research team members in sharing data, 

information and workload to facilitate effective collaboration as well as the reliability and 

validity of the data collected and academic soundness of research articles. Trustworthiness of a 

paper is an important concern for publication in international academic journals. The impact 

factor of a journal shows the credibility of a journal. Peer review is used for all academic 

journals to ensure the academic standard and trustworthiness of academic papers. Two or three 

referee reports are needed for editors to consider whether to suggest accepting, revision or 

rejection of a paper.  

As stated in The Great Learning, the fundamental way of the great learning is to 

‘enlighten one’s inherent splendid virtue, to revitalize the people, and to continuously pursue 

these endeavours until one rests and resides in the highest level of excellence’. Since there is 

not an ending point to reach the highest level of excellence in seeking and constructing 

knowledge, the research endeavour will continue from one academic generation to another.     
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知識建構之止於至善 

 

周德慧* 

 

大學之道，在明明德，在親民，在止於至善。 

-出自《大學》 

The Fundamental Way of the Great Learning is to enlighten one’s inherent splendid virtue, to revitalize the people, 

and to continuously pursue these endeavours until one rests and resides in the highest level of excellence. 

-The Great Learning translated by KS Vincent Poon （潘君尚） 

 

摘要 

 

本篇文章對於劉豁夫教授的文章「文化取向心理學期刊文章的寫作和出版：一位編

輯的建議」做出了三個回應。首先，劉教授提出的理念「求知是個人一生自我修養中的

一部分」與《大學》之中的概念「止於至善」不謀而合，顯示出了學術研究和知識建構

的使命。劉教授用了「雞尾酒會」和「三明治」為比喻來描述學術論文的組成和重點。

作爲回應，本篇文章則以「尋找」和「放牛」兩個比喻分別描述、說明「學術文章寫作

的微觀層次」以及「知識的探尋與建構」。第三，劉教授倡議文化取向心理學者將學術重

點由本土轉為跨文化和文化演進，并討論了其可能帶來的的機遇與挑戰。最後，本文以

「五常」─仁、義、禮、智、信─來總結知識建構的使命、原則和倫理。 
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